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Abstract
Technologies in laboratory diagnostics are changing fast with progress in understanding
and therapy of diseases. Unfortunately, new analyzers are often needed to be installed
in a clinical laboratory to implement such techniques. The demand for new hardware
is a bottleneck in improving the diagnostic services for many facilities with limited
resources. In this regard, hemostasis laboratories take a slightly different position.
Because many in vitro diagnostic tests target the functional aspects of hemostasis, further
meaningful information can be obtained from the same analyzers as in current use.
Automated coagulometers are good candidates for such further utilization. Clot waveform analysis is a leading example. Behind the simple values reported as clotting time,
clotting curves exist that represent the process of fibrin clot formation. Clot waveform
analysis examines the clotting curves and derives new parameters other than clotting
times. The clot waveform parameters are now in active use in assessing the hemostatic
potential of hemorrhagic patients. Clinical application of coagulometers can also be widened by modifying the reagent formulation. For example, the chromogenic factor VIII
assay with bovine source reagent compositions has recently been introduced for hemophilia A patients on emicizumab prophylaxis. Also, new immunoturbidimetric functional
assays for von Willebrand factor have been developed recently. Thus, new clinically relevant information can be mined from the automated coagulometers that are based on old
technology.
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INTRODUCTION
The routine laboratory hemostasis tests are based on several common assay principles. The methods have long been
developed and established and are now employed in most
hemostasis analyzers. They form the backbone of laboratory
evaluation of hemostatic function and thrombotic diseases.
Most high-throughput coagulometers are equipped with
three modules based on three assay principles that measure
and examine different aspects of hemostasis [1, 2]. The first
one measures the clotting time and probably accounts for
most of the test size in a clinical hemostasis laboratory.
Various stimulators of various sources are used to initiate
coagulation factor activation and induce blood clot
formation. The best-known clotting time tests are prothrombin time (PT) and activated partial thromboplastin
time (APTT). Tissue factor and substances with negative-charge surfaces are used to initiate coagulation cascade
along the extrinsic and intrinsic pathways. Other substances

can be used to serve specific diagnostic purposes triggering
the coagulation cascade at different points of the coagulation
system. For example, we use activated thrombin to measure
thrombin time. Because thrombin directly acts on fibrinogen
to form a fibrin clot, a prolonged thrombin time means
abnormal fibrinogen status (i.e., hypofibrinogenemia and
dysfibrinogenemia).
Spectrophotometry and turbidimetry (or nephelometry)
are also important modalities of modern coagulometers.
Spectrophotometry, as the second method, measures color
developing from a chromogenic reaction, where a chromogenic substrate is cleaved by a proteolytic enzyme to release
a chromophore, usually p-nitroaniline [3-7]. Because coagulation factors are proteolytic enzymes or cofactors thereof,
the intensity of a chromogenic reaction correlates with the
coagulation factor activity selective for the chromogenic
substrate. In addition to chromogenic reaction, a fluorogenic
substrate for thrombin can be used to track the time course
of global coagulating activity. The method is used for the
popular thrombin generation assay. Turbidimetry or neph-
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elometry can detect clot formation and be utilized to measure
clotting time in optical coagulometers. They are also applied
to perform immunoassays, that is, immunoturbidimetric assays for quantifying markers related to hemostasis and thrombosis [8]. The immunoassay, the third method coagulometers
are capable of, is commonly implemented in every clinical
and research field. The results are easy to understand, leaving
few needs for further interpretation. Several technological
and clinical issues have been recently raised related to each
of the three methods and will be briefly reviewed here.

CLOT WAVEFORM ANALYSIS
Detection of clot formation
Measurement of plasma clotting time is an old technique
to screen for abnormality in hemostasis or, more specifically,
coagulation. The original method is to directly observe the
plasma sample in a test tube by eyes and determine when
a fibrin clot is first detected [9, 10]. The reagents used for
the test tube methods are essentially the same as those used
for modern automated coagulometers. The test tube method
is still accepted as the standard method in determining the
international sensitivity index of the reagent thromboplastin
for calculating the international normalized ratio (INR) [9].
Apart from the robotic sample and reagent pipetting system,
the most significant difference between the test tube method
and automated coagulometers is the technique of detecting
fibrin clots. Automated coagulometers are equipped with
viscometric or optic sensors that replace visual observation
for high-throughput performance. The sensors track the viscosity or turbidity change of a plasma sample as the plasma
turns into a viscous and turbid gel, that is, clot formation.
These two methods measure the viscosity or the turbidity
of the fibrin clot, respectively [11]. The viscosity-based method is less susceptible to optical interferents such as hemoglobin, bilirubin, and lipid (HIL) than the optical method
[12-14]. There are both pros and cons regarding the viscosity-based method. Anyway, the high success rate in reporting the clotting time suits the coagulation screening purpose [11, 15]. The optic method adopted by manufacturers
including Werfen, Sysmex, and Roche detects fibrin clot
formation by measuring the turbidity of a plasma sample.
An optical sensor tracks the turbidity change and determines
the time needed for certain turbidity conditions to take place.
PT, for example, is the time point where the rate of the
turbidity increase (or equivalently the light transmission decrease) is the maximum (or minimum). For thrombin time,
the time point where the turbidity (or light transmission)
is one-third of the maximum (or minimum) is reported.
At least theoretically, optic coagulometers are more susceptible than the viscosity method to spectral interferences as
mentioned above [12-14]. The spectral interference problem
inherent to the optical analyzers has been addressed continuously with accompanying effort to overcome. Major
spectral interferents have become subjects of less concern
by using an alternative detection wavelength for tracking
Blood Res 2022;57:S93-S100.

the clot formation [11].

Parameters of clot waveform analysis
Despite the problem of spectral interference, optical coagulometers are advocated by many laboratories. They can
present the turbidimetric curves that closely reflect the process of clot formation in plasma samples. The curve is drawn
by plotting the time series of turbidimetric values (e.g., measured every 0.1 seconds) against the time. This visual representation of the clotting process provides plenty of information about the coagulation occurring in a plasma
sample. The turbidimetric curve or clotting curve from every
coagulation test assumes a sigmoidal shape. Chernysh and
Weisel [15] reported that the developing fibrin clot evolved
through several discernable steps of microstructure. Each
step corresponded to a specific part of a sigmoidal clotting
curve. Whereas various clotting curves take the common
sigmoidal pattern, the exact curve shape differs between
individuals or samples. The unique curve shape reflects the
characteristics of the coagulation reaction of the sample.
The clotting time does not express the full feature of a clotting
curve shape. Rather, the clotting time is one of several features that collectively determine the curve shape. Same clotting time (e.g., PT or APTT) can be reported from different
clotting curve shapes (Fig. 1). Shima et al. also presented
such examples and introduced new coagulation parameters
derived from the clotting curve of screening coagulation
tests [16, 17]. A clotting curve can be differentiated to give
first and second derivative curves. Because the clotting curve
is the quantitative representation of clot formation, the first
and second derivative curves can be regarded as the velocity
and acceleration of clot formation (Fig. 2). As the clotting
curves are sigmoidal, each of the derivative curves has one
peak equivalent to the maximum velocity or acceleration
of clot formation. The peaks are pointed to the negative
or positive direction depending on the light transmittance
(turbidimetry) or scattered light (nephelometry) being measured [18]. The two parameters were named min1 and min2.

Fig. 1. Clotting curve shapes determine the clotting times (prothrombin
times here), but not vice versa. The slopes and amplitudes of the
clotting curves differ significantly and imply variable coagulation
potential. However, the clotting times (prothrombin times here) are the
same for all six test samples.
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Fig. 2. The clotting curve can be differentiated by a numerical method, and the 1st and 2nd derivative curves can be drawn. If the light transmission
is read (turbidimetry) for clot detection, the 1st and the 2nd derivative peaks are directed downward (A). Conversely, if scattered light is read
(nephelometry), the 1st and the 2nd derivative peaks are directed upward (B).

Fig. 3. The clotting time and the
CWA parameters present different
aspects of a clotting reaction. The
clotting curve parameters were
collected from randomly selected
blood samples referred for PT and
APTT. The CWA parameters (|min1|
and |min2|) and the clotting times
(PT and APTT) were obtained from
each plasma sample and dot-plotted
on |min1| vs. PT (A), |min2| vs.
PT (B), |min1| vs. APTT (C), and
|min2| vs. APTT (D) planes. It is
apparent by a simple visual examination that both PT and APTT
are poorly correlated with |min1|
or |min2|. Samples with the same
PT or APTT demonstrated a wide
range of |min1| or |min2| values.

They can be called by other names depending on the manufacturer of the coagulometers. Clinical application of min1
and/or min2 for examining the patients with hemostatic
risk is referred to as clot waveform analysis (CWA) [16,
17]. In the same reports above, the clotting curve shape
changed with coagulation factor levels (e.g., factor VIII and
factor IX). The shape of the clotting curve changed with
decreasing FVIII or FIX level so that the clotting time (i.e.,
APTT) got prolonged, and min1 and/or min2 (or equivalently
peak clotting velocity and/or acceleration) decreased

bloodresearch.or.kr

gradually. The min1 and min2 even showed curvilinear responses to the factor levels. The findings are in accordance
with intuitive expectations considering that the parameters
represent clotting velocity and acceleration. The CWA parameters and the corresponding clotting times are not well
correlated in general (Fig. 3). Probably, the CWA parameters
seem to contain information separate from clotting times.
However, they are not totally irrelevant. They all originate
from the same clot-forming reaction and show different
aspects. The time point corresponding to the first derivative
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Fig. 4. PT and APTT are technically defined as the time needed for the
clotting velocity and acceleration to reach the maximum after adding
each reagent to plasma. Thus, PT is the time point of the min1 and APTT
of the min2.

peak (clotting velocity) is chosen for PT, whereas the value
itself at that point is the min1. Similarly, the second derivative
peak (clotting acceleration) is chosen for APTT, and the
peak value is the min2 (Fig. 4).

Clinical application
The CWA is not a test directed to a single target of measure.
Rather, it can be regarded as providing data reflecting comprehensive coagulation function as PT and/or APTT as
screening coagulation tests do. The CWA data is produced
from every clotting time-based coagulation test. Thus, clinical implication and application of CWA can be sought in
any medico-surgical condition and scheme where a hemostatic issue can be raised. The CWA parameters have been
studied mainly in bleeding diseases. CWA parameters
showed responsiveness to various hemostatic stimulation.
Nogami et al. [19] reported a reagent formulation to measure
the coagulation potential of emicizumab spiked plasma. The
min1 correlated well with the plasma emicizumab level as
well as FVIII plus emicizumab level. The min1 also responded
to bypassing agents, including recombinant factor VII (rFVII)
or activated prothrombin complex concentrate (aPCC) in
the emicizumab milieu. Clinically, min1 was used to assess
the effects of emicizumab and/or bypassing agent in various
subgroups of hemophilia A [20-22]. Beyond pharmacodynamic studies, CWA was a useful screening tool for hemophilia A [23]. Furthermore, FVIII specific inhibitors were
easily differentiated from lupus anticoagulants when mixing
APTT data was interpreted by CWA [24]. The most fundamental approach of CWA is probably the attempt to analyze
the shape itself of the clotting curve. In this regard, an
early report published in 2002 introduced the slanted baseline
of clotting curve as a useful marker for disseminated intravascular coagulation [25]. Shimonishi et al. [26] represented
the contour of the clotting velocity curve (the first derivative
curve) by a set of indices derived from the numerical curve
Blood Res 2022;57:S93-S100.
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data. From the indices collected from reconstituted disease
model plasma samples, a numerical template for the indices
to which patient clotting curve can be compared. By this
approach, a rough estimation of FVIII level could be made
to diagnose hemophilia A. The beauty of the CWA is that
the data is easily accessible both in terms of data availability
and cost of analysis, as long as the clinical laboratory uses
optic coagulometers. The CWA data is produced simultaneously every time the common screening coagulation tests
such as PT and APTT are conducted. On the other hand,
most relevant manufacturers provide the CWA data mainly
as research parameters. The clinical implication and application still remain unexplored in many hemostatic and thrombotic diseases. Moreover, the standardization issues have not
been fully addressed, although there has been a report discussing the recommendation of analyzers and reagents [18].

CHROMOGENIC ASSAY
Using chromogenic substrate is a fully established method
of measuring coagulation or anticoagulation factors [3-7].
The chromogenic two-stage FVIII assay (CSA) has also been
in common use as one of the two main FVIII assays, the
other one being the one-stage assay (OSA) based on APTT
[6, 7]. The experimental procedure of the CSA consists of
two steps, the incubation step and the measurement step,
which is the most crucial difference between CSA and OSA.
The CSA reagent contains coagulation factor IXa (FIXa),
factor X (FX), and a trace amount of thrombin. Patient plasma
is added to the reagent and incubated so that FVIII in patient
plasma is activated to FVIIIa by thrombin and mediates
the conversion of FX to FXa by FIXa. Because FVIII is preactivated fully, the subsequent reaction is not affected by
FVIII to FVIIIa conversion. Theoretically, the variable efficiency of FVIII activation can affect the OSA result. The
FXa produced in the first stage of CSA is measured by chromogenic FXa substrate. The amount of FXa depends on the
FVIII content of patient plasma and can be calibrated to
FVIII levels. Fewer coagulation factors participate in CSA
reaction than in OSA. This means CSA is subject to less
chance than OSA that coagulation factors other than FVIII
affect the assay result. The discrepancy between the two
assay methods has become a problem at hand as the trend
of FVIII replacement therapy of hemophilia changed from
plasma-derived FVIII to recombinant FVIII with some modifications such as B-domain deletion or extended half-life
[27-30]. The OSA often underestimates FVIII activity of
recombinant FVIII with these modifications that are potency-labeled with CSA. The clinical laboratories are encouraged to adopt CSA or drug-specific standards for OSA calibration to address the discrepancy problem.
Apart from the concern whether the CSA is always the
better choice for potency labeling, the CSA is unique in
that it contains an excess amount of FIXa and FX as the
reagent constituents. Thus, the reagent can be modified to
fit some particular purposes. This property endows the CSA
bloodresearch.or.kr
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a powerful advantage in emicizumab era of hemophilia
management. Emicizumab is a bispecific antibody with one
Fab arm targeting FIXa in the other targeting FX [31, 32].
The mechanism of action of emicizumab is similar to FVIII
in that it approximates FIXa and FX in proper conformation
such that FIXa can activate FX. However, emicizumab is
not a natural substance directly involved in the pathogenesis
of hemophilia A and, on many occasions, is needed to be
excluded from the measurement of FVIII activity. For example, FVIII is used to manage acute bleeding in surgery or
trauma patients on emicizumab prophylaxis [33, 34]. The
infused FVIII cannot be measured accurately by OSA due
to the FVIII-like activity of emicizumab. In this case, the
emicizumab can be regarded as an interfering substance of
the FVIII activity assay. The interfering effects of emicizumab have been demonstrated in APTT and APTT based
coagulation factor assays (FVIII, FIX, FXI, and FXII) [35].
As for CSA, the interfering effects of emicizumab can be
circumvented by using bovine FIXa and/or FX for reagent.
Because emicizumab is xenospecific for human FIXa and
FX, it does not bind bovine FIXa and/or FX to enable FX
activation [36-38]. The conformed arrangement of FIXa and
FX with FX activation is mediated only by endogenous and/or
infused FVIII. Thus, CSA reagents using bovine FIXa and/or
FX can selectively measure FVIII activity in the presence
of emicizumab in a sample. It should be noted that not
all commercial CSA reagents are made of bovine FIXa and/or
FX [38]. CSA reagents composed of human FIXa and FX
cannot differentiate FVIII activity from emicizumab interference.
Theoretically, the difference of chromogenic FVIII activity
between human FIXa/FX and bovine FIXa/FX reagents can
be regarded as the FVIII equivalent value of emicizumab
level in a sample. However, for this purpose, emicizumab
specific OSA with an emicizumab-dedicated calibrator that
has recently been developed is a better option [36].
FVIII activity also composes the primary data for quantifying FVIII inhibitor titer. The standard method to measure
FVIII inhibitor is Nijmegen modification of Bethesda assay
[39, 40]. To describe briefly, a plasma sample containing
inhibitor is mixed with an equal volume of pooled normal
plasma (PNP). The inhibitor titer is calculated from the extent
to which the PNP FVIII activity (OSA) is suppressed. One
Bethesda unit (BU) is defined as the amount of inhibitor
that neutralizes half of FVIII contained in the PNP. FVIII
inhibitor does not affect emicizumab, and emicizumab in
plasma can mask the effect of FVIII inhibitor; that is, FVIII
activity can be measured falsely high despite the presence
of FVIII inhibitor. Thus, the emicizumab interference in
the presence of an FVIII inhibitor can cause a false negative
inhibitor assay result. FVIII inhibitor patients are priority
candidates for emicizumab prophylaxis. After initiating the
emicizumab prophylaxis, the FVIII inhibitor titer cannot
be followed up by the standard FVIII inhibitor assay. To
address this limitation, the standard FVIII assay has been
modified by replacing the FVIII OSA with CSA using bovine
FIXa and/or FX [31]. The CSA with bovine FIXa and/or
FX measures endogenous or infused FVIII exclusively unbloodresearch.or.kr
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affected by emicizumab interference. The inhibitor-induced
suppression of FVIII activity is well reflected in CSA results
regardless of the presence of emicizumab in a sample.

IMMUNOTURBIDIMETRY
Immunoassay is probably the most widely adopted in vitro
diagnostic assay method. As mentioned above, many modern
coagulometers are equipped with immunoturbidimetry and
quantitate hemostatic molecules such as d-dimer and von
Willebrand factor (VWF) [41-43]. There have been some
recent developments in immunoassays for von Willebrand
disease (VWD) diagnosis. The immunoassays on VWF are
unique in that they have some functional implications in
addition to measuring a simple molar concentration. Von
Willebrand factor or VWF is a large glycoprotein produced
and secreted by endothelial cells. The essential function of
VWF is to bind platelets and collagen. Thus it has a hemostatic
role in connecting platelets and subendothelial tissue around
an injury. VWF is also the carrier protein of coagulation
factor VIII and is indispensable for FVIII stability [44, 45].
VWD is well known as the number one inherited bleeding
disease.
The laboratory tests for VWD diagnosis are VWF:Ag level,
ristocetin cofactor activity (VWF:RCO), collagen-binding activity (VWF:CB), and FVIII binding assay (VWF:FVIIIB)
[46-48]. VWF:Ag assay is simply an immunoassay to measure
physical VWF concentration in principle. In contrast,
VWF:RCO measures the most important function of VWF,
which is binding platelets. VWF in static solution does not
bind platelets because the GPIb binding site on VWF is
concealed by peptide folds around. However, when VWF

Fig. 5. VWF:RCO can be automated by replacing platelets of the
original VWF:RCO with microparticles. In the method developed by
Werfen, ristocetin primed plasma VWF binds glycocalicin. The bound
glycocalicin molecules can be detected by anti-glycocalicin-coated
microparticles (A). Alternatively, the glycocalicin with a GOF mutation
of platelet type VWD can be used without ristocetin, as for the reagent
from Siemens (B).
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is under shear stress like turbulent blood flow (e.g., blood
flow through an injured vessel), it is stretched, and GPIb
binding sites are exposed, allowing platelet binding. A similar
reaction can be chemically induced by adding ristocetin to
platelet-rich plasma. Ristocetin binds VWF and causes a
conformational change to expose GPIb binding site.
Ristocetin-induced platelet aggregation is tracked by a platelet aggregometer, and the slopes of the aggregation curves
can be calibrated to VWF concentrations. This is the basic
assay principle of VWF:RCO. The original method involves
a lot of manual work, and its assay performance is limited
by poor reproducibility and analytic sensitivity. Recently,
the VWF:RCO assay has been modified by replacing the
platelets with microparticles coated with anti-glycocalicin,
which is the extracellular fragment of GPIb. The use of
microparticle enabled automated VWF:RCO assay, in which
the microparticle aggregation rather than platelet aggregation was detected by turbidimetry (Fig. 5A) [48, 49].
The microparticle aggregation is partly mediated by the binding of glycocalicin to ristocetin-treated VWF. This differs
from simple immunoturbidimetric assays where the binding
occurs only between antigens and antibodies. Alternatively,
ristocetin can be eliminated from the reaction by using the
glycocalicin with a gain of function (GOF) mutation (Fig.
5B) [50]. Gain of function means that the mutated glycocalicin binds VWF with such a high affinity that ristocetin
is no longer needed, as in the case of platelet type VWD.
For other functional assays, a separate analyzer relying
on a different assay principle or a manual procedure should
be considered. VWF:CB assay is similar to VWF:RCO assay
in that both receptor-ligand and antigen-antibody binding
are needed for a measurable reaction to develop [51]. For
VWF:CB, an old enzyme-link immunosorbent assay (ELISA)
kit was available. Also, an automated VWF:CB assay has
recently been developed by Werfen. However, the assay
is based on the chemiluminescence immunoassay method
and is not run by the immunoturbidimetric method [52].
VWF:CB assay is not as widely introduced in clinical laboratories as VWF:Ag and VWF:RCO assay. Collagen tends
to bind large VWF multimers, and collagen binding activity
is known to reflect VWF multimer distribution. FVIII carrier
function of VWF can be examined by a FVIII binding assay
to diagnose type 2N VWD [47]. The assay principle is also
a modified form of ELISA with anti-FVIII as the detection
antibody. The current diagnostic capability of modern
high-throughput coagulometers for VWD is at most
VWF:Ag, VWF:RCO, and FVIII:C. Differential diagnosis of
VWD subtypes relying on these three tests is by no means
complete. Automated VWF:Ag, VWF:RCO, and VWF:CB
immunoassays that can be conducted in a single chemiluminescence analyzer, with analytical performance comparable to conventional methods, are now in the market
[52].
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CONCLUSION
The data produced and reported daily from common
high-throughput coagulometers are often overlooked as a
quantitative marker with simple cutoffs of decision making.
Many hemostasis tests are unique in that they are functional
assays, and the results can take different forms depending
on how the data are interpreted. Although they are based
on long-established assay principles, the new way of data
analysis and continuous improvement of assay components
make new kinds of contributions to managing hemostatic
and thrombotic diseases.
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